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That may sound high to some of you, but compare to income tax in other states. Extracting, Extracting for
Hire, Manufacturing and Wholesaling. So, if you went over and did work in Portland, you would pay Oregon
income tax and be able to claim a deduction for the gross receipts you made in Oregon. Also, if you have a
small business, there is a tax credit for youâ€”one of the best things about Washington State taxes. As your
income goes up, you get a smaller and smaller credit, until you make enough to pay the full percentage. The
small business tax credit is broken up, based on how often you file, as follows: The interesting part of this is,
because Washington has an income tax on your gross receipts, they will always know what your gross sales
are, and thus, automatically calculate the sales tax that you should have collected and owe the state. The base
Washington state sales tax rate is 6. So, for instance, in Issaquah, total sales tax is 9. Will I have to charge
sales tax on services I provide in Washington State? Washington businesses must charge sales tax on most
services and goods sold, including construction, recreation, digital and personal services. Food and
prescriptions drugs are exempt from WA sales tax. Washington Use Tax Use tax is a tax law written to tax the
heck out of everyone. Technically you should have to pay sales tax for that, but no garage sale person or
Craigslist seller is going to charge you sales tax. So, Washington has a law called use tax, governed under
Chapter Another loophole the use tax aims to close is out-of-state purchases. If they get caught with it in
Washington State, the Department of Revenue will charge that person or business use tax. Use Tax Rates in
Washington The use tax is always going to be the same as the sales tax in your local area. While the sales tax
rate is determined by where you buy something, the use tax is determined by the sales tax rate where you first
use it. Use tax affects individuals also. If a Washington resident went to Portland to buy school supplies or
make a big purchase and bring it back to their home in Washington, they are supposed to report that personally
to the Washington Department of Revenue and pay sales tax on that. Again, say you pay sales tax to buy a
desk for your office. How Personal Property is Taxed You will be taxed on the current market value of all
your assets you use for business. The funny thing about business personal property tax is that the codes are
written so that they can change the rate each year. People see this all the time with their home property taxes.
How do I pay property tax? Personal property taxes in Washington are collected by each county. When are
Washington business taxes due? Monthly returns are due on the 25th of the following month. Quarterly
returns are due on the last day of the month of regular business quarters. Annual returns are due every January
31st following the calendar year. What method do I use to pay taxes? When we incorporate your Washington
business for you, we can also obtain a Master Business License, which functions as your registration with the
Department of Revenue. How do Washington business taxes affect LLCs vs. A sole proprietorship and DBA
is not an actual business entity in Washington. Rather, it is you operating as a DBA. Suite Spokane, WA
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How Washington Actually Works For Dummies isn't a dryexplanation of the American system of government but a
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how.

They married in while William was serving as a petty officer in the British Navy. They had eleven children,
eight of whom survived to adulthood. Their first two sons, each named William, died in infancy, as did their
fourth child, John. Their surviving children were: The president blessed young Irving, [4] an encounter Irving
later commemorated in a small watercolor painting, which continues to hang in his home. The family later
moved across the street to William St. An uninterested student, Irving preferred adventure stories and drama,
and, by age 14, was regularly sneaking out of class in the evenings to attend the theater. It was in Tarrytown
that Irving became familiar with the nearby town of Sleepy Hollow , with its quaint Dutch customs and local
ghost stories. The letters brought Irving some early fame and moderate notoriety. Aaron Burr , a co-publisher
of the Chronicle, was impressed enough to send clippings of the Oldstyle pieces to his daughter, Theodosia ,
while writer Charles Brockden Brown made a trip to New York to recruit Oldstyle for a literary magazine he
was editing in Philadelphia. Irving bypassed most of the sites and locations considered essential for the
development of an upwardly mobile young man, to the dismay of his brother William. By his own admission,
Irving was not a good student and barely passed the bar in Before its publication, Irving started a hoax by
placing a series of missing person advertisements in New York newspapers seeking information on Diedrich
Knickerbocker , a crusty Dutch historian who had allegedly gone missing from his hotel in New York City.
Knickerbocker failed to return to the hotel to pay his bill, he would publish a manuscript Knickerbocker had
left behind. Riding the wave of public interest he had created with his hoax, Irvingâ€”adopting the pseudonym
of his Dutch historianâ€”published A History of New York on December 6, , to immediate critical and popular
success. Apart from a reconnaissance mission in the Great Lakes region , Irving saw no real action. He
remained in Europe for the next 17 years. In the summer of , he visited Walter Scott , beginning a lifelong
personal and professional friendship. The first installment, containing "Rip Van Winkle", was an enormous
success, and the rest of the work would be equally successful; it was issued in â€” in seven installments in
New York, and in two volumes in London "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" would appear in the sixth issue of
the New York edition, and the second volume of the London edition. To prevent further piracy in Britain,
Irving paid to have the first four American installments published as a single volume by John Miller in
London. Irving appealed to Walter Scott for help procuring a more reputable publisher for the remainder of the
book. The format of Bracebridge was similar to that of The Sketch Book, with Irving, as Crayon, narrating a
series of more than fifty loosely connected short stories and essays. While some reviewers thought
Bracebridge to be a lesser imitation of The Sketch Book, the book was well received by readers and critics.
Here he dazzled the royal family and attached himself to Mrs. Amelia Foster, an American living in Dresden
with her five children. Emily finally refused his offer of marriage in the spring of He also learned through
Payne that the novelist Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley was romantically interested in him, though Irving never
pursued the relationship. Everett, recently the American Minister to Spain, urged Irving to join him in Madrid,
[48] noting that a number of manuscripts dealing with the Spanish conquest of the Americas had recently been
made public. Irving left for Madrid and enthusiastically began scouring the Spanish archives for colorful
material. The book was popular in the United States and in Europe and would have editions published before
the end of the century. Irving based them on extensive research in the Spanish archives, but also added
imaginative elements aimed at sharpening the story. The first of these works is the source of the durable myth
that medieval Europeans believed the Earth was flat. According to the popular book, Columbus proved the
Earth was round. Worried he would disappoint friends and family if he refused the position, Irving left Spain
for England in July McLane immediately assigned the daily secretary work to another man and tapped Irving
to fill the role of aide-de-camp. The two worked over the next year to negotiate a trade agreement between the
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United States and the British West Indies , finally reaching a deal in August That same year, Irving was
awarded a medal by the Royal Society of Literature, followed by an honorary doctorate of civil law from
Oxford in With Van Buren in place, Irving resigned his post to concentrate on writing, eventually completing
Tales of the Alhambra , which would be published concurrently in the United States and England in That
September, he accompanied the U. The book was another popular success and also the first book written and
published by Irving in the United States since A History of New York in In , Irving purchased a "neglected
cottage" and its surrounding riverfront property in Tarrytown, New York. The house, which he named
Sunnyside in , [74] required constant repair and renovation over the next twenty years. With costs of
Sunnyside escalating, Irving reluctantly agreed in to become a regular contributor to The Knickerbocker
magazine, writing new essays and short stories under the Knickerbocker and Crayon pseudonyms. Writing in
the January issue of Knickerbocker, he openly endorsed copyright legislation pending in the U. The legislation
did not pass. However, the politics and warfare were exhausting, and Irvingâ€”homesick and suffering from a
crippling skin conditionâ€”grew quickly disheartened: I am wearied and at times heartsick of the wretched
politics of this country The last ten or twelve years of my life, passed among sordid speculators in the United
States, and political adventurers in Spain, has shewn me so much of the dark side of human nature, that I begin
to have painful doubts of my fellow man; and look back with regret to the confiding period of my literary
career, when, poor as a rat, but rich in dreams, I beheld the world through the medium of my imagination and
was apt to believe men as good as I wished them to be. He was also pressed into service by the American
Minister to the Court of St. Polk had vowed to resolve. For its publication, Irving had made a deal that
guaranteed him 12 percent of the retail price of all copies sold. Such an agreement was unprecedented at that
time. Five volumes of the biography were published between and Preston in a letter to Irving. Legend has it
that his last words were: When will this end? How sweet a life was his; how sweet a death! Living, to wing
with mirth the weary hours, Or with romantic tales the heart to cheer; Dying, to leave a memory like the breath
Of summers full of sunshine and of showers, A grief and gladness in the atmosphere. He is also generally
credited as one of the first to write both in the vernacular, and without an obligation to the moral or didactic in
his short stories, writing stories simply to entertain rather than to enlighten. As George William Curtis noted,
there "is not a young literary aspirant in the country, who, if he ever personally met Irving, did not hear from
him the kindest words of sympathy, regard, and encouragement". William Makepeace Thackeray was the first
to refer to Irving as the "ambassador whom the New World of Letters sent to the Old", [] a banner picked up
by writers and critics throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. Hawless in , "yet belonging to the New World,
there is a quaint Old World flavor about him". Impact on American culture[ edit ] Irving popularized the
nickname " Gotham " for New York City, later used in Batman comics and movies as the name of Gotham
City , [] and is credited with inventing the expression "the almighty dollar ". Nicholas soaring over treetops in
a flying wagonâ€”a creation others would later dress up as Santa Claus. In his five Christmas stories in The
Sketch Book, Irving portrayed an idealized celebration of old-fashioned Christmas customs at a quaint English
manor, that depicted harmonious warm-hearted English Christmas festivities he experienced while staying in
Aston Hall, Birmingham, England, that had largely been abandoned. In his biography of Christopher
Columbus, [] Irving introduced the erroneous idea that Europeans believed the world to be flat prior to the
discovery of the New World. It was thus under the name of "Irvington" that the village incorporated on April
16, Schulze, a graduate engineer from the University of Iowa and member of the Washington Irving Literary
Society, also was partial to the name Irving.
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How does the Washington, DC Metro work? How do I plan my trip? The Metro consists of six color-coded
lines: The lines are connected to each other via transfer stations and many Metro stops are serviced by more
than one color. Each train car has an exterior electronic sign that marks the color and the direction of the train.
Direction is indicated by the final station of that line. DC Metro trains run Monday â€” Thursday, 5 a. During
peak operating hours weekdays, At stations served by more than one line, trains will arrive every minutes. At
off-peak times, trains come every 12 minutes, while later trains typically arrive every minutes. How much are
Metro fares? Metro fares are calculated by how many stops you travel and vary during peak and off-peak
hours. Because the train system is so heavily used by busy local commuters, there are a number of unspoken
rules that visitors should be aware of. If possible, you may want to ride at off-peak hours when the train
system is much less hectic. Standing in a twosome that blocks the left side is strongly and often loudly
discouraged by your fellow Metro riders. When waiting to board a train, let riders exit the train first before
trying to board. If the train is particularly crowded and you are standing in a doorway, step just outside the
train doorway to allow your fellow riders room to exit. Another important note if the train is crowded: You
will have time to exit when you arrive at your stop. During peak hours, trains arrive often. Each car usually
has several seats for handicapped riders. Be sure and have your SmarTrip card out and ready to swipe when
you go through the gate. Riders move through quickly and holding up the line is discouraged. While the Metro
can be a very busy place, most of your fellow riders are friendly and will point you in the right direction.
There is also a station manager at each station. Now that you have read up on the Metrorail experience, learn
about other ways to navigate DC.
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Washington has 49 legislative districts , each of which elects a Senator and two Representatives. Senators
serve four-year terms and Representatives serve two-year terms. The Senate and House of Representatives
meet in session each year to create new laws, change existing laws, and enact budgets for the State. The
legislative cycle is two years long. Within that two-year cycle, there are two kinds of legislative sessions:
Regular sessions are mandated by the State Constitution and begin the second Monday in January each year.
In the odd-numbered year, for example, , the regular session is days; in the even-numbered year, for example, ,
it is 60 days. Extraordinary sessions are called by the Governor to address specific issues, usually the budget.
There can be any number of extraordinary sessions within the two-year cycle, and they can last no more than
30 days. To see the legislative calendar for the most recent session, go to the Cut-off Calendar on the Agendas,
Schedules, and Calendars page. The members of the House and Senate offer legislation, or bills , for
consideration. The ideas for bills come from a number of places: Once a member introduces a bill, the
legislative process begins. The process has a number of specific steps. If the bill makes it through all the steps
in the chamber in which it was introduced the "first house" , it goes to the other chamber or "second house"
and goes through the same steps there. Each step is identified and explained below. Members can prefile bills
for introduction in the month before session begins. Prefiled bills are officially introduced the first day of the
session. Introduction, or First Reading: The first thing that happens to bills on the "floor" is introduction and
referral to committee. Bills must have three readings in each house in order to pass the Legislature. Bills that
require an appropriation or that raise revenue must also go to a fiscal committee for review. To see which bills
will be introduced for the upcoming legislative day, go to the Agendas, Schedules, and Calendars page and
display House Introductions or Senate Introductions. The chair of each committee works with leadership and
staff to schedule bills to be heard by the committee. Committees hold three kinds of meetings: Not all bills get
scheduled for hearing, so a good number of bills never get any further than committee. Bills can be reported in
several fashions, the most usual being do pass pass the bill just as it is , do pass as amended pass the bill as
amended by the committee , and do pass substitute the committee offers a different version to take the place of
the original bill. The members on the prevailing side sign the "majority" report; those members who disagree
with the majority sign the "minority" report. Not all bills coming out of committee have minority reports. To
see a list of bills reported out of House or Senate committee each day, go to Standing Committee Reports. As
a bill moves through the committee process, the staff prepares the "bill report. The bill report is edited as the
bill moves through the process. When the bill moves to the opposite house, that house prepares a bill report as
well. A bill that has finally passed the Legislature would have House, Senate, and Final bill reports. At the
start of the session, both houses agree on dates by which bills have to be reported out of committee in order to
be eligible for further consideration by the Legislature. There is a "cut-off" date for bills to be out of
committee in the first house and one for bills to be out of committee in the second house. Once a bill has been
reported by the appropriate committee s , the floor acts on the committee report and then passes the bill to the
Rules Committee. The Rules Committee is where leadership exercises the most control over the process. The
Rules Committee is made up of members from both parties. Each member on the committee gets to select two
or three bills that will move on to the next step in the process. Which bills a member selects could be the result
of a party caucus, or another member approaching that member, or a piece of legislation about which the
member feels strongly. The first step in the Rules Committee process is called Rules Review in the House and
Rules White in the Senate the report that lists the bills in this step in the Senate is printed on white paper.
Rules Committee members review the bills and decide whether or not to move them on to the next step. The
next step is called Rules Consideration in the House and Rules Green in the Senate the report is printed on
green paper. Sometimes bills skip this step and go to the calendar for second reading. It is another step that
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allows leadership to control the process. The Rules Committee decides which bills will be scheduled for
second reading. Those bills that will probably require some debate are placed on the regular calendar. Those
that are probably not controversial may be placed on the suspension calendar in the House, the consent
calendar in the Senate. Each house prepares documents that list the bills scheduled to be heard on the floor.
The House prepares "bill report books" containing an order of contents and the bill report of each bill on the
calendar and "floor calendars" a list of the bills, a brief description for each, and the committee action on each.
The Senate prepares "calendars" with an order of contents and the bill report of each bill , and "flash
calendars" the list with the brief descriptions and committee actions. The Senate flash calendar lists only those
bills that were "pulled" from Rules at the last Rules Committee meeting. It is on second reading that the
chamber discusses the merits of the legislation. It is here, too, where members can offer amendments to the
bill. Most bills that get this far get their second reading in the couple of weeks following the committee
cut-off. If a bill has been amended in committee or on the floor in the first house, it is ordered engrossed.
Engrossing a bill means incorporating the amendments into the body of the bill so that the second house gets
one document. If a bill has been amended in the second house, it is returned to the first house with the
amendments attached so that the first house can decide whether or not it wishes to agree with the changes the
second house made. Third reading is where the roll call vote on final passage is taken. If the bill finally passes,
it continues in the process. If the bill fails on final passage, it goes no further. Under certain circumstances, the
chamber may decide to reconsider the vote that was taken; in that case, the chamber has twenty-four hours to
make a motion to reconsider the bill. If the bill passes third reading in the second house and the second house
did not amend the bill, the bill has passed the Legislature. At the start of the session, both houses agree on
"cut-off" dates by which bills have to be finally passed out of the first house and finally passed out of the
second house. Concurrence, Dispute, and Conference Committees: If the bill has been amended by the second
house, the first house has to decide whether it will concur in the amendments or not. Leadership decides which
bills returned from the second house will be discussed and places those bills on the concurrence calendar
House or concurring calendar Senate. If the first house concurs in the amendments, the bill has passed the
Legislature. If the first house disagrees with the second house, it can ask the second house to recede from the
amendments. If the second house recedes, the bill has passed the Legislature. If the two houses cannot resolve
their differences, one of them can ask for a conference committee. Members from each house meet to discuss
the differences. If they agree on what is to be done, the conference committee makes a report. Both houses
must adopt the conference committee report for the bill to pass the Legislature. If one house does not adopt the
conference committee report whether by vote or inaction , the bill has not passed. Once a bill has finally
passed the Legislature, it is enrolled. A certificate proclaiming that it has passed is attached and, if necessary,
the amendments from the second house or conference committee are incorporated into the body of the bill.
The bill is signed by the Speaker of the House, the Chief Clerk of the House, the President of the Senate, and
the Secretary of the Senate and is sent to the Governor for his or her action. The Governor reviews the bill.
The Governor may decide to sign it, veto part of it, or veto all of it. If the Governor vetoes part or all of it, the
Legislature may vote to override the veto. If the governor does not act on a bill after the allotted number of
days, it is as if it was signed. The Legislature works within the framework of a two-year cycle. For instance,
the Session is the 59th Session of the Legislature. There will be a least two regular sessions, a "long" session
in days and a "short" session in 60 days. There could also be any number of special sessions, none of which
can last longer than 30 days. Therefore, just because a bill did not make it all the way through during the
regular session in the odd-numbered year for example, does not mean it is "dead. At the start of the next
session, be it a special session or the next regular session, bills from the previous session are reintroduced and
retained in their present position. The Legislature has a lot of latitude with these bills. The first house can
place the bill on the calendar for third reading and send it right back to the second house, or it can make the
bill go to committee and through the whole process again. This is in addition to the new bills introduced
during the current session. This procedure can make it difficult to keep track of bills during a special session
or the second regular session. If a bill does not make it through the process by the end of the two-year cycle, it
is "dead.
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This course provides a practical understanding of how Washington really works and teaches participants to create and
implement effective plans for making an impact in Washington. Registration Deadline is June 8,

See more pictures of Washington DC. Downtown areas, such as Penn Quarter and the U Street Corridor, that
were once depressed have been born again. The residential blocks that were home to Jack and Jackie Kennedy
are still traditionally elegant. Thanks to chefs who appreciate the metropolitan Washington lifestyle, the
restaurant scene has heated up in recent years. Jazz thrives in small clubs as it always has, and the Kennedy
Center and Wolf Trap attract top musicians as well as actors and masters of dance. DC also thrives when it
comes to live performance, a well-kept secret due to the lack of a central theater district. DC also is home base
to more trade associations than any other city in the United States. International influence emanates from
embassies, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank. Roads gradually grew more clogged over
the years, but became dramatically more so after the Pentagon was hit September 11, Washington has
increased security of all types, both human and concrete. The same-day public tours of The White House that
were once a source of pride to all administrations were cancelled and never reinstated. A good place to start is
across from the North side on Pennsylvania Avenue, now a pedestrian plaza full of concrete barriers and lean
Secret Service officers. There are many possible themes to plan a Washington visit around, from history to art,
architecture to government, the military, or technology. Washington also has wonderful gardens that include
the themed outdoor rooms of Hillwood Museum and Dumbarton Oaks. Teenagers love the Air and Space
Museums. Now there are two, with the addition of the Udvar-Hazy branch at Dulles Airport. The National
Zoo is a treat for children and adults. Washington used to be considered a stodgy place, with northern
efficiency and southern charm. Reynolds Center for American Art and Portraiture. The meticulously restored
building and museum collections opened to rave reviews on the Fourth of July in Washington was built on
swampy land. Even the National Mall land was created from filled-in swamps. The highest elevation, feet, is
up Wisconsin Avenue almost to Maryland in an area called Tenleytown near American University. The
District of Columbia, named to honor Christopher Columbus, was created to be the seat of the federal
government authorized by the Constitution. The quasi-diamond-shaped District of Columbia is 68 square
miles divided into four quadrants: Northwest, Southwest, Northeast, and Southeast. They meet at the US
Capitol building. Almost every address a tourist is going to visit will be in Northwest NW. Numbered streets
run north and south, lettered streets east and west there are no J, X, Y, or Z streets. Avenues named for states
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts run diagonally, often interrupted by traffic circles that drive residents and
visitors crazy. The DC metropolitan city police and many other enforcement units Capitol Police, Park Police,
Metro Transit Police, even the Secret Service are beefed up and on guard for terrorism and other criminal
activity. Crime surveillance cameras have been installed in four troubled neighborhoods with 48 more on the
way in a big push for prevention and apprehension. Officers patrol on foot, on horseback, and in marked and
unmarked cars. Even the Smithsonian has its own federal officers; so does each of the universities. There are
safe and less safe parts of any city. Most of Northwest Washington is safe, but common sense is always the
best guiding principle. Keep the sparkly jewelry at home. On a bus at night, sit close to the driver. Street
smarts come in handy, but will rarely be tested in the tourist and business districts of Northwest. The DC city
population is , residents. Many Washingtonians claim that we have two seasons: Some winters are a
wonderland of snow and ice, while others are perfectly mild. No weather chart rings true to a resident. The
fluctuations are just too wild and unpredictable. In July and August, the humidity makes walking around
unbearable. The weather probably follows semi-normal patterns for the mid-Atlantic States, but trust the
charts at your own peril. Dress in layers and always bring a small umbrella. Keep reading for our guide to
getting around Washington, DC.
Chapter 6 : Make Washington Work | Rick Scott for Florida
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Employees of international companies who want a better understanding of how official Washington operates and how to
influence policymakers; Mid-career executives and officials of corporations, trade associations, government agencies
and non-profit organizations who need to know how Washington really works.

Chapter 7 : Managed IT Services & IT Support | Bethesda, MD | Washington Works
Washington Works' founders were committed to a distinctive philosophy of "personal transformation" â€” teaching
low-income women how to think differently about themselves as a crucial step toward improving their lives and the lives
of their children.
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Washington Works has been providing professional IT Support for businesses in and around Bethesda, Maryland since
We strive to give our clients Enterprise-level services and solutions at prices that work for small businesses.

Chapter 9 : Navigating Washington, DCâ€™s Metro System | Metro Map & More
My daughter and I had a great time at the 70th year anniversary celebration today at the plant. I've been retired for 8
years there was a lot of people would didn't know their and I seen a lot of people that I used to work with.
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